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With U.S. 5th Army, Sept.l9

The 'position along the whole front is loosening and the Germans who only a

few days ago were proclaiming a forthcoming Allied evacuation are now themselves in

full withdrawal. After the stern experiences of the last ten days on the Salerno

bridgehead the 5th Army now joins the 8th Army in the march up through Italy, an

advance -which may well parallel in many respects the great odyssey of the 8th Army

across North Africa from Alamein to Tunis,

It can be expected that the Germans will in Italy, as in Africa, have their

delaying lines and lines on which they -will try to make a determined stand and no

doubt they will not lose a single opportunity anywhere of holding up the Allied

forces., we shall certainly see some heavy fighting and bloody battles before the

Germans have been swept out of Italy,

At the moment the enemy's immediate intention has not been revealed* With

General Montgomery driving rapidly the German forces to'the south of us here they

are bound to withdraw northwards.

An informant brought back excellent news of the results of our bombing and

strafing. He said that Allied aircraft are having an enormous success in their

attacks on enemy columns and really have the Germans thoroughly frightened. This

report of his is confirmed by all the prisoners coming in.

During the last few hours many German soldiers have actually deserted to our

lines, I saw some of them this evening. They look definitely "poggled" 'which is

the latest Army term for the state which used to be described as shell-happy. They

are in fact in a sort of semipermanent dazed condition, due to our aerial and

artillery bombardments which have been simply terrific in recent days when the German

soldier has only had to show his head once to call down a hail of shells*

Our shellfire has been more than equal to every trick of the enemy. For instance

it was found that the German concentrations were in the habit of breaking apart and

scattering immediately the first shell or two exploded in the neighbourhood. In

one particular 'place the Germans were known to be hiding in the buildings of a

tobacco factory but as soon as we began shelling the place they scuttled out into a

nearby field.

So our gunners ’worked out a plan to counter these tactics. One gun only directed

shells into the factory and after two rounds the Germans began to pour out. Meanwhile

all the other guns of the regiment had been holding fire, but directly they; got word

they put over repeated salvos of airburst shells -which exploded directly over the

heads of the Germans as they ran across the field and the flying steel splinters
knocked out dozens of them.

Now the time has come for the 5th Army to move fonward it is well prepared for

a new kind of warfare which it will have to meet. So far a few mines have been

encountered but the sappers are waiting to deal with them -whenever they may be found.

Our intend to keep contact with the retreating Germans, if it is humanly

possible and they will give the enemy no rest as he falls back.
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